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Posters will be presented during the second half of the lunch break 

(from 2-2:30pm) on Friday 1st September 

 

 

Poppy Hicklin 
‘“The Importance of a Boy-King”: The reception of the study of Tutankhamun’ 

Tutankhamun is among one of the most of famous, if not the most famous of the Ancient Egyptian 

Pharaohs, overtaking the likes of Ramesses in popular opinion. However, the reception of this Eighteenth 

Dynasty ruler is mixed; the majority of the public seems to view him with fascination and wonder. 

However, to what extent can this curiosity be attributed to the “glamour of discovery” with the glittering 

gold of the treasures found within KV62? In addition to the idealised portrayal of an “archaeological 

fairy-tale” of the excavation that involved Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvon? Or is the public’s 

captivation with Tutankhamun due to the mystery and intrigue that shrouds his death?  On the other 

hand, why do a vast number of professional Egyptologists seem to view him with distain or in some cases 

hostility? Can this negativity be attributed to the overexposure forced upon a relatively unremarkable 

pharaoh? Or is it to distance themselves from the “Indiana Jones like portrayal” of Archaeologists and the 

portrayal of Egyptology as a “high stakes adventure” rather than a scholarly discipline?  

This poster aims to highlight the important factors in the reception of the study of Tutankhamun as well 

as answering the aforementioned questions. In addition to exploring the impact the study has had on 

modern culture from the 1920’s to the present day including film, television and literature. As well as 

assessing the bearing the study of Tutankhamun has had on Egyptology as a whole, particularly on the 

use of DNA analysis.  

Poppy Hicklin is studying for an MA in Egyptology at the University of Birmingham, having completed an undergraduate 

degree in Ancient and Medieval History, also at Birmingham.  

 

 

Bob Richmond  

‘Digital Hieroglyphic 2017’ 

It’s 150 years since a hieroglyphic typeface was first used for a dictionary and grammar and 

almost 50 years since the first digital hieroglyphic font was created. Additions to the Unicode 

Standard decided this year and expected to be available from 2019 will enable Egyptian 

Hieroglyphic to take its place among the world’s digital writing systems. Fuel for the next wave 

of Egyptomania? 

Bob Richmond is a pioneer of personal computing technology and digital Egyptian hieroglyphic. He created the InScribe word 

processing software and hieroglyphic font (1993). Egyptian hieroglyph characters in the Unicode Standard (2009) are based 

on his work in collaboration with Michael Everson. In 2015, Bob initiated work on quadrat shaping in Unicode to enable 

hieroglyphic to be used as a modern digital writing system. 

 


